The purpose of this study is to verify the effects of storytelling-centered arts educational activities based on the famous painting appreciation on young children's appreciation ability of pictures and creativity. The study was conducted with a total of 50 5-year-old young children in two classes of B Day Care Center in the city of J, Jeollabukdo. The children were randomly divided into an experimental group(25) and a control group(25). The storytelling-centered arts educational activities based on the famous painting appreciation was conducted for the experimental group for 12 weeks from April 29, 2013 to July 19, 2013. The activities were composed of 3 steps of 'appreciation-expression-exhibition & assessment' on the basis of 2-week basic units. The appreciation activities were composed basing upon the types of the famous painting appreciation and storytelling, and expression and exhibition & assessment activities were composed of 4 areas of arts(music/movement/language/ art). The results of the study are as follows. First, the storytelling-centered arts educational activities based on the famous painting appreciation generally improved young children's painting appreciation abilities in all sub-areas(observation and description/artist's intention of subject expression/mood of a work/ material and technique/artistic factors/attitude to the work). Second, the storytelling-centered arts educational activities based on the famous painting appreciation generally improved young children's creativities in all sub-areas(originality/fluency/flexibility/imagination).
, 창의성 (Shin, 2009) To explain what are in the work of art.
-"What are the things you can see in this picture?" -"Let's say all you see in this picture."
Material & Technique
To know and explain the characteristics of material and technique.
-"What do you think it is drawn with? -"How do you think it is drawn?
Artist`s intention of subject expression
To explain about artist`s intention of subject expression after seeing the work of art.
-"Why do you think the artist drew this picture?" -"What do you think the artist wants to say in this picture?" -"If you were the artist, what picture would you want to draw?"
Mood of a work To explain one`s feeling about the work of art.
-"How do you feel after seeing the pictures?
Artistic factors
To find and explain the artistic factors in the work of art. Step 1 Step 2 : Arts expression activity (Wednesday -next Wednesday)
Step 3 : Exhibition and assessment activity ( Thursday / Large Group ) 
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